Canterbury has
made great progress
over the past few
years in our search
for manufacturers,
suppliers and
distributors of
environmentally
friendly raw
materials.

GREENING A KITCHEN

By making careful
design choices together,
we can incorporate
sustainable, long-lasting
and durable “green”
materials that will have

less environmental
impact.
Working with the
Canterbury family of
companies, you can
feel comfortable
knowing that you
are shopping
locally and that
we’re doing our
best to find ecofriendly materials and
refining the methods
processes by which we
craft your kitchen, bath,
office, closets...
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MIXED BLESSINGS

n recent years we have
experienced the mixed
blessing of refinishing
and rejuvenating work that was
commissioned in our younger
days (the mixed part) and that has
valiantly weathered the test of
time (the blessing part).
Some projects required updating
to accommodate new technology,
expanding storage, presentation
& meeting needs and this new
decade’s demands on high-tech
work and kitchen environments.
It’s nice to see clients return to
the fold and even nicer to see

M CLOSETS ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES OFFIC

how Canterbury dream kitchens,
baths and office installations have
impacted lives beyond our shop,
be they:
• built-in or free-standing
• state of the art solid and
laminate surfaces and supertough finishes that withstand
years of use and abuse
• ultramodern, traditional,
contemporary or totally unique
• sleek lined or traditionally
detailed
• or custom finished to match,
compliment and restore

CUSTOM CLOSETS
Locally designed, built
and installed by our
expert staff, Canterbury
can free your world from
cluttered wardrobes,
closets, office filing
fiascoes and overflowing
garages.
With free, in-home
consultation and a
friendly and creative
design & production
team, we can produce a
custom solution to meet
your needs now and into
the future...

CE, BEDROOM & DINING ROOM FURNITURE

35 YEARS OF TRUST & CRAFTSMANSHIP
Crafting cabinetry and wood
furniture for more than three
decades teaches you that no two
customers meet, greet, cook,
work, study or relax the same
way. You learn how to listen and
how to help make each and every
one of these experiences more
comfortable and more enjoyable.
Canterbury Woodworks is right
at home designing, creating and
installing kitchen & bathroom
cabinetry, entertainment centres,
complete home theatres or
perfectly matched dining room &
bedroom furniture.

We will work with you from
conception and design all the way
to painless installation, renovation
or restoration.
Despite advances in every aspect
of the custom woodworking
industry, where changes in
technology, finishes, construction
and design are the norm rather
than the exception, Canterbury
Woodworks has never lost its link
to traditional quality and values.
The success and growth of our
company has been a direct
result of our clients’ continuing
patronage and their confidence

in referring us to hundreds
colleagues and friends.
Rest assured that you will receive
our personal attention to the
details of each and every project.

ruly custom kitchens require state
of the art and old world tools, and
a great deal of thought, care and
attention. And they involve two cups of tea!
The tea itself isn’t the secret ingredient in
a Canterbury kitchen but it does represent
the Canterbury difference — our respect for
tradition and for old world craftsmanship.
Canterbury kitchens don’t come in a box. You
can’t point to one in a catalogue. They aren’t

designed for the masses and they aren’t
reduced to fads or mass production.
They ARE designed to fit your home — your
life! The only thing each Canterbury Kitchen has
in common is the cup of tea at its beginning and
the cup of tea at its end.
The first cup of tea is a place and time. It’s
where you share your ideas and your dreams.
And it’s when you tell us how you like to cook,
who does the cooking and how your kitchen

fits your life or vice versa (in serious cases).
The second cup of tea is a metaphor for the
classic Maritime care and attention that we
build into every single Canterbury cabinet,
table, sideboard, island, hutch and proverbial
nook and cranny.
Give us a call!
Your room is waiting. We’ll have tea.
John Brown, President
Canterbury Woodworks

canterburykitchens.ca atlantickitchenrefacing.com canterburywoodworks.com

